RECEPTION

AUTUMN TOPIC – A NEW BEGINNING

AUTUMN TOPIC – TIME TO CELEBRATE

AUTUMN
English

Traditional tales

NON-FICTION/FICTION
Diwali
Nativity
My world your world
Bonfire night
Halloween
Autumn week

Maths

Recognising numerals 1 to 5
Counting objects
Selecting the correct numeral to represent 1 to 5 objects
Using shapes to create and recreate patterns and build models.
Describing position such as ‘behind’ or ‘next to’.

Comparing two sets of objects.
Finding the total number of items in two groups
Counting actions or objects
Selecting the correct numeral to represent 1 to 10 objects.
Saying the number that is one more than a given number.
Ordering two or three items by length or height.
Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes

PHYSICAL

Dressing and undressing independently

Team games

UTW
People and
communities
UTW
The world
UTW
technology
EAD media and
materials
EAD
Being imaginative
Trip suggestions

Black history month
Where do you live?

Diwali day- parents
What do you celebrate?

Autumn walk

Salt dough Christmas decorations

Interactive games

Paint programme- bonfire pictures

Self portraits

Diwali and Christmas cards

Traditional tales songs
Home corner
Local library

Nursery rhyme week- parents
Post office/ shop
Nativity church

Traditional tales
Little Red Hen
Three Little Pigs
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Billy Goats Gruff
The Gingerbread Man

Cooking with Caterlink

Christmas show

RECEPTION

UNDER THE SEA

DOWN ON THE FARM

SPRING
ENGLISH

Rainbow fish
Night pirates
Commotion in the Ocean
Under the sea poems
Winter week

The Little Red Hen
Squash and a Squeeze
Owl Babies
Farmer Duck
What the ladybird heard

MATHS

Counts objects to 10, and beginning to count beyond 10.
Selects the correct numeral to represent 10 objects and more than 10
Finds one more or one less from a group
Beginning to use the vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting.
Orders two or three items by length or height.
Selects a particular named shape

Uses the language of ‘more’ and ‘fewer’
Finds the total number of items in two groups
Estimates how many objects
Orders two items by weight or capacity.
Selects the correct numeral t represent 1 to 20 objects
Says the number that is one more and one less than a given number.
Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and ‘flat’ 2-D shapes,

PHYSICAL

Moving in a variety of ways

Balancing and travelling

UTW
People and
communities
UTW
The world
UTW
technology
EAD media and
materials
EAD
Being imaginative
Trip suggestions

Chinese New year

People who help us week
Citizenship day

Winter walk

Food to fork

Programming beebots

Recording and filming

Rainbow fish stained glass display

Making bread

Interpretive under the sea dance
Under the sea restaurant
Pirates workshop

Animal dances and songs
Police station/ hospital/ fire station
Farm trip

RECEPTION
SUMMER
ENGLISH

SUMMER TOPIC - HOW DOES MY GARDEN GROW?
Jaspers beanstalk
Jack and the Beanstalk
Supertato
The Hungry Caterpillar
The Enormous Turnip.

SUMMER TOPIC – THE SEASIDE
Lighthouse keepers lunch
Puffin Peter
Sharing a shell
Mr Seahorse

.
MATHS

PHYSICAL
UTW
People and
communities
UTW
The world
UTW
technology
EAD media and
materials
EAD
Being imaginative
Trip suggestions

Counting and ordering numbers from one to 20
Calculating one more or one less than a given number
Using everyday language related to time.
Ordering and sequencing familiar events.
Measuring short periods of time in simple ways.
Doubling, halving and sharing.
Beginning to use everyday language related to money
Throwing and catching
My favourite food/ healthy unhealthy food
Cooking with parents

Adding and subtracting two single-digit numbers
Using mathematical language to describe shapes.
Using everyday language to talk about size, weight, capacity, position, distance,
time and money to compare quantities and objects and to solve problems

Growing plants

Summer walk

Maths calculation programmes

Barnaby bear travels around the world

Collaborative beanstalk collage

Sea side paintings using a variety of media

Farm shop

Ice cream parlour

Farm trip

Seaside trip

Team games
Holidays around the world

